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About this Book

This policy book serves as a reference for

 Reporting abuse, neglect, exploitation, and injuries.......7
 
 Recruiting and hiring new therapists..................................15
 
 Managing the requirements for ongoing therapist 
 training...........................................................................................16

 Rescheduling a client’s session when a therapist 
 has (planned or emergent) time off.....................................16

 Obtaining, reviewing, accepting, initiating, and 
 completing client referrals......................................................19
              
 Processing therapist audits, background checks, 
 licensure verification, and driving records.......................23 
             
 Handling complaints and grievances..................................27
 
 Adhering to HIPPA guidelines.................................................29
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Recruiting and Hiring New Therapists

Purposefully Home recruits new therapists by posting ads on 
employment websites, contacting local schools for a list of recent 
graduates, and searching state licensing boards for new licensees. 

Once communication with a candidate has started, Emily Reilly 
reviews their resume, obtains 3 references, and sets up a in-person 
interview. 

After the completion of a successful interview, Emily verifies the 
client’s license status and checks their driving and background 
history.

If the candidate passes the review process and Emily Reilly 
decides he or she fits Purposefully Home’s mission and culture, 
the onboarding process begins. 

Initial Onboarding

Once a therapist is hired by Purposefully Home, 

 Emily Reilly or an authorized official uploads all 
 documentation to the therapist’s file.
           Emily Reilly or an authorized official issues supplies and   
 equipment to the therapist.
           The new therapist completes a training course on abuse,  
 privacy, and HIPPA.  
           The new therapist receives information on how company   
           resources are supplied and allocated. 
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How Client Referrals are Obtained

Client referrals are received via a physician order, a hospital, a 
community or social service agency, or another occupational 
therapy organization. 

Once the MD order is received, Purposefully Home

 Schedules an initial evaluation
            Develops a care plan 
 Establishes the frequency of treatments
 Faxes the MD for signature 
 Schedules the treatments 
 Reassesses the plan 
 Sets up the requirements for reimbursement 
 Discharges PCP to notify the client and their caregiver

     How Client Referrals are Reviewed

Once the incoming MD order is received, Emily Reilly verifies the 
client’s insurance, clarifies the purpose of the therapy, and 
determines if Purposefully Home is best for a client’s optimal 
outcome. 

How Client Referrals are Accepted

Emily Reilly accepts the referral by contacting the client or their 
caregiver to schedule an initial evaluation. Emily then notifies the 
referral source of receipt or the initial evaluation date. 
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Employee Audits

During the onboarding process, Emily Reilly verifies each 
employee has 

 A negative TB test verification
 A CPR and First Aid Training certificate
 A Level 1 Fingerprint Clearance Card
 A valid state license
 Car insurance
 Liability insurance
 A background history acceptable to the industry 
 A clean driving record

Verification of each item is kept in an employee file and reviewed 
monthly to check for expiration dates and status changes. 

Emily Reilly makes an unscheduled supervisory visit to one of 
each employee’s therapy sessions per quarter to ensure each 
therapist is using the modalities and education of Occupational 
Therapy to its highest and best use. 

Emily also calls each client during his or her time with 
Purposefully Home to ask if they are happy with the service and 
care provided. 

Licensure Audits

Once a quarter, Emily Reilly reviews each licensee’s renewal date 
and their remaining number of CEU credits. 
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